On the basis of first-principles simulation, the structure, formation enthalpy, and mechanical properties (elastic constant, bulk and shear modulus and hardness) of five Nb-doped Ni systems are systematically studied. The calculated equilibrium volume increases with the Nb concentration increasing. The computational elastic constants and formation enthalpy indicate that all Nb-doped Ni systems are mechanically and thermodynamically stable in our research. The hardness of these systems also be predicted after the bulk modulus and shear modulus have been accurately calculated.
Introduction
Due to the excellent performances such as high temperature strength, high oxidation resistance and hot corrosion resistance, nickel-based superalloys are currently the key materials in the aerospace field of turbine blades, engine component and combustion chambers. [1] [2] [3] Usually, the nickel−based superalloys contain several refractory elements with high melting point and large atomic radii. These elements play a crucial role in improving the properties of nickel−based superalloys. Because of the large difference in electronic structure and atomic radius, different elements play different roles, such as solid solution strengthening, second phase strengthening and grain boundary strengthening. [4] [5] [6] In order to meet the development requirements of aerospace, it is necessary to exploit high−performance nickel−based superalloys, especially in terms of good endurance property and structural stability. solution strengthener partitioning to the γ phase and significantly improved the creep strength in particular at high temperature and low stress. 7 Wang et al. used three-dimensional atom probe method to study two kinds of nickel−based superalloys with different contents of Ruthenium (Ru). Their results demonstrated that the addition of Ru element cause more Rhenium (Re) partitioning to the γ' phase and the solution strengthening for the γ phase decreasing. 8 Yeh and Tin applied an electro−thermal mechanical testing to measure the flow stresses of five nickel-based superalloys containing different contents of Re and Ru. The results showed that flow stress significantly increased with the addition of Ru or Re, and the influence of Re on the strengthening the nickel−based superalloy was more than element Ru. 4 In recent year, duo to first-principles simulation providing accurate information on energetic and electronic structure from the atomic and electronic level, many first-principles simulations have been performed to further investigate high-temperature alloy in the aerospace field. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] In this paper, we focus on the effect of strengthening element on the nickel−based superalloys. 
Methodology

Density functional theory calculations
All spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab−Inition Simulation Package (VASP). [18] [19] [20] The exchange−correction energy of electron was included via the generalized−gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. 21, 22 And the ion−electron interaction was treated with projector augmented wave (PAW) approach. 23 The electronic wave functions were expanded using the plane wave base functions with a cutoff energy of 500 eV. 24 The energy convergence criterion of the electronic self−consistency was set to 10 -5 eV per atom, and the force convergence criterion was 10 -2 eV/Å per atom. of an Nb atom in the pure fcc Nb crystal.
Elastic constants
The elastic constants determined the stiffness of a crystal against an externally applied strain. In the case of small deformation, there was a quadratic dependence of the internal energy on the strain tensor. The elastic constants described the quadratic relationship and were given by 27-31
in which, E(V, {εmn}) was the internal energy of the crystal after strain tensor εmn applied, V was the volume of the unstrained crystal. Generally, the fourth−rank elastic constant Cijkl had no more than 21 independent components. The higher the symmetry of the crystal, the less number of independent components.
For cubic crystals Ni107Nb1 and Ni31Nb1, there were three distinct, non-vanishing elastic constants, which were C11, C12 and C44. The applied strain modes were given in table 1. 32 The deformation magnitudes ε from -0.016 to 0.016 in the step of 0.004 were used in the first and second strain modes, and ε from -0.04 to 0.04 in the step of 0.01 were applied in the third strain mode. In the case of orthorhombic crystal Ni23Nb1, nine independent components of elastic constants were C11, C22, C33, C12, C13, C23, C44, C55 and C66, respectively. The applied strain modes were listed in table 2. 32 The deformation magnitudes ε from -0.016 to 0.016 in the step of 0.004 were used in the nine strain modes. For tetragonal crystals Ni71Nb1
and Ni47Nb1, there were six independent components of elastic constants, which were C11, C33, C12, C13, C44 and C66. The applied strain modes were summarized in table 3 . 32 The deformation magnitudes ε from -0.016 to 0.016 in the step of 0.004 were used in the six strain modes. All simulated elastic constants were obtained by cubic fitting of energy−strain curves because this method yield the smallest errors compared to quadratic fitting and quartic fitting.
Once the independent elastic constants were accurately calculated, there were two researches could be done. On the one hand, the mechanical stability of Nb−doped Ni systems could be investigated. For the cubic systems, the mechanical stability 6 restrictions were formulated in terms of the elastic constants as follows, 
For the tetragonal systems, the mechanical stability restrictions were formulated in terms of the elastic constants as follows, 
For the orthorhombic systems, the mechanical stability restrictions were formulated in terms of the elastic constants as follows, 
On the anther hand, based on elastic constants, the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus B of crystal were able to be obtained by the Voigt−Reuss−Hill approximation. 33 In the case of cubic crystal, the bulk modulus and the shear modulus were given by ( )
and
In the case of orthorhombic crystal, the shear modulus and the bulk modulus were given by 
In the case of tetragonal crystal, the shear modulus and the bulk modulus were given by 
Knowing the shear modulus and the bulk modulus, the hardness of polycrystalline materials was correlated with the product of the squared Pugh's modulus ratio k and the shear modulus G according to the work of Chen et al.. 34 The mathematical expression was written as,
in which, k was the Pugh's modulus ratio, namely, k=G/B.
Results and discussion
Structural optimization
The 
This is because that the interaction between Nb and Ni is gradually weakened with the Nb content decreasing. In addition, the formation enthalpies of examined Nb-doped Ni structures are -3.31, -2.09, -1.34, -0.86 and -0.11 KJ⋅mol -1 ⋅atom -1 , which means that these compositions are stable in the ground state.
Elastic constants and mechanical stability
The elastic constants of Ni crystal summarized in This can attributed that the elastic properties achieved by the first-principles method are extremely susceptible to the parameters and size of atomic models used in computations. What's more, based on these elastic constants, the mechanical stability of Nb−doped Ni systems can be investigated. It can be seen that the elastic constants of cubic systems (pure Ni, Ni31Nb1 and Ni107Nb1) satisfy the equation (3). The elastic constants of tetragonal systems (Ni47Nb1 and Ni71Nb1) fulfill the equation (4) . The elastic constants of Ni23Nb1 systems meet the equation (5) . To sum up, the five systems in our study are mechanically stable according to elastic constant analysis, which is consist with formation enthalpy results.
Modulus and hardness
The bulk modulus, shear modulus and hardness of Nb−doped Ni systems are calculated by using equation (6) 
Conclusion
In the present work, first−principles simulations are proposed to systematically investigate the structure, formation enthalpy, elastic constants, mechanical properties (bulk modulus, shear modulus and hardness) and electronic structure of five Nb−doped Ni systems.
Firstly, the equilibrium volumes per atoms of the five systems increase with the Nb concentration increasing. Secondly, according to the elastic constants results, all the Nb−doped Ni systems are mechanically stable. The can be explained from the perspective of formation enthalpy. The calculated formation enthalpy of all systems are -3.31, -2.09, -1.34, -0.86 and -0.11 KJ⋅mol -1 ⋅atom -1 , which means that these compositions are stable in the ground state. Thirdly, the hardness of all systems also be predicted after the bulk modulus and shear modulus have been precisely estimated.
The results demonstrate that the hardness increases with the concentration of Nb increasing when the Nb concentration below 4.9%, beyond which the hardness will decrease within the scope of our study. Finally, we further study the electronic structure of these system, the electron DOS analysis shows that the addition of element Ni will change the TDOS to some extent.
In conclusion, the first-principles is a powerful tool that is helpful in guiding the design and optimization the composition of Ni−based superalloys. * data from previous embedded-atom-method simulations
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